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1.  Introduction

      Thank you for purchasing my Loom Knit Bunny Easter Basket
FREE pattern.  My name is  Anna and I  started  my journey with
loom knitting over year ago. Since then I made over 100 different
hats for children and I started to make stuffed toys. English is not
my first language so I do apologise for any mistakes:)  I will show
you step-by-step how to make my bunny (this is not a toy) I used
for this project 31 and 24 pegs round loom also I used two strands
of worsted weight yarn held together. You can also use 1 strand of
bulky  weight  yarn  or  quite  often I  use 4 strands  very  thin  yarn
(there isn’t always a choice of colours).  

                      
Skills level: Intermediate

Tools: 31 pegs loom, 24 pegs loom, yarns, hook, yarn needle, safety eyes 
(10mm), pipe cleaners, fibrefill, measure tape, felt sheet, scissors

Size: 8 inches tall / 12 inches wide
 

Important: All my projects  are  based on e-wrap stitch.  When you
make basket use super chunky yarn or like I did 4 strands of yarn. 
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2. Bunny Easter Basket

Materials:

 

   

    Next we make:

Bottom for basket (white yarn and fur yarn) :

� We use 31 pegs loom. Make slip knot and put on your anchor peg. Cast on all
the pegs wrapping twice each peg. Pull the bottom loop over the top loop.
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� Wrap each peg and pull the bottom loop over the top. Keep repeating this 
until you make 10 rows.

� Leave longer tail of yarn and thread the needle with it. Go through each loop 
and take it of the loom.
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� Pull the yarn to close the work and finish off.

� Your bottom for basket is ready.
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Sides for basket (white yarn and fur yarn) :

� We can use 31 or 24 pegs loom.  Make slip knot and put on your anchor peg.
Them wrap 10 pegs twice and pull the bottom loop over the top. Working to
the right and back we will wrap and knit these pegs till we get 18 inches (46
cm).
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� Leave longer tail of yarn and thread the needle with it. Take off loops from 
the loom and finish off.  You can bind off or just take them from loom is easy and
quick. Sew both ends of rectangle together. 
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�  Sides for basket are finished.

Holder for basket (white yarn and fur yarn) :

� We can use 31 or 24 pegs loom.  Make slip knot and put on your anchor peg.
Them wrap 6 pegs twice and pull the bottom loop over the top. Working to the
right and back we will wrap and knit these pegs till we get 12 inches (30 cm).
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� Leave longer tail of yarn and thread the needle with it. Take off loops from 
the loom and finish off.   
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� Use pipe cleaners and sew it inside.

�  Holder is finished
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Head (white yarn and fur yarn) :

� We use 24 pegs loom. Make slip knot and put on your anchor peg. Cast on all
the pegs wrapping twice each peg. Pull the bottom loop over the top loop.

� Wrap each peg and pull the bottom loop over the top. Keep repeating this 
until you make 12 rows.
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� Leave longer tail of yarn and thread the needle with it. Go through each loop 
and take it of the loom.

� Pull the yarn to close the work and finish off.

� Your head is ready.
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Ears part 1  (white  yarn and fur yarn):

�  Start with making a slipknot and put on your anchor peg. Then proceed to cast
on 5 pegs. Wrap each peg twice and pull the bottom loop over the top. Keep
repeating this until peg 5 is cast on.
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� Next come back to the right and to the left wrapping and knitting each pegs till
we have 4 rows on your loom. After this we increase pegs from both sides (we
have 7 pegs on loom) and again knit 8 rows. Then we are going to reduce from
both sides to have again 5 pegs on loom. We make another 4 rows and finally we
reduce from both sides and we make 4 more rows on 3 pegs. Last step just finish
off. 
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�   Your ear part 1 is ready. You need to make one more. 
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Ears part 2  (creamy yarn):

�  Start with making a slipknot and put on your anchor peg. Then proceed to cast
on 4 pegs. Wrap each peg twice and pull the bottom loop over the top. Keep
repeating this until peg 4 is cast on.
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�  Next come back to the right and to the left wrapping and knitting each pegs till
we have 4 rows on your loom. After this we increase pegs  from both sides (we
have 6 pegs on loom) and again knit 8 rows. Then we are going to reduce from
both sides to have again 4 pegs on loom. We make another 2 rows and finally
we reduce from both sides and we make 2 more rows on 2 pegs. Last step just
finish off. 
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�   Your ear part 2 is ready. You need to make one more. 
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�  In the last step we sew both parts of the ear together.  Now you only need to
finish second one. 
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Legs and arms  (creamy, white yarn and fur yarn):

� We can use 31 or 24 pegs loom.  Make slip knot and put on your anchor peg.
Them wrap 10 pegs twice and pull the bottom loop over the top. Working to
the right and back we will wrap and knit these pegs till we get 8 rows. 
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� Next step we switch colour to creamy and we make 4 more rows. 
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� Leave longer tail of yarn and thread the needle with it. Take off loops from 
the loom.   

� When all the loops are off, pull that string and sew it bottom and other side to
creating leg. Leg or arm is ready. You need to make three more. Legs and arms
are same size. 
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Tail  (fur yarn):

�  Basically to make tail I just used some leftovers yarn. You just creating little
ball and  secure in the end. 
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Bow (pink yarn):

� You can use any loom. Make slip knot and put on your anchor peg. Then
proceed to cast 6 pegs wrapping twice. Wrap each peg and pull the bottom loop
over the top. Repeat this until all 6 pegs are casted on. 
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� Working to the right and back we will wrap and knit these pegs till we get
20 cm  (8 inches).

●    First loop will move to sit on second and you pull the bottom loop over the
top. Then the last loop will sit on the one before and you pull the bottom loop
over the top. After this you should have 4 pegs left.
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� Next you need to fold the strip you made and put the start of the strip on top of
the current pegs in use, by matching loops and again put the bottom loops over
the top and repeat this for all the pegs.
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� Leave longer tail of yarn and thread the needle with it. Go through each loop
and take it of the loom. After this you should have a rectangle shape.

� To turn your rectangle into the bow you need to use a string of yarn to wrap
around the middle part of the rectangle.
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� You can shape it. Bow is finished.
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Last step is attaching all parts to your hat:
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Step by step:
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Your Bunny Basket is ready!!!
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Hope you enjoyed that!

I have spent many hours creating this pattern. So please do not claim this pattern as
your own. You may print and keep a copy for your own personal use. Please do not
resell or distribute it. 

If you would like to try more patterns please contact me on my Facebook page: 
LoomAnek

The end

My shop:  https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/LoomAnek?ref=l2-shopheader-name

My page: https://www.facebook.com/LoomAnek/
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